Introduction.
Let £ and 5 be sets of points with completely additive non-negative measure <j> and \j/ defined over o"-rings J(R), J(S) of subsets of £ and 5 respectively. Assume also that £ and 5 are <r-finite with respect to <b and \p. For any real number p, l^p< °°, L"(R, <f>) will denote the Banach space of real-valued functions x(\f/) for which /i2|x(/)| pdxj>< a> where the norm is defined by ||x|| = (Jr\ x(t) | pd<p)1,p. L"(S, \j/) will denote a similar space for the set S with measure^. It is known [2; 3] that the space LP(R, <f>) is equivalent as a Banach space to the space VP(R, <p) of completely additive set functions of bounded ^-variation where p-var
where the supremum is taken with respect to all finite families x of disjoint subsets of £ of finite nonzero measure.
If £ is a bounded linear operator between two spaces of the above type, LP(R, <j>) and L"(S, ip), it can be shown that T can be represented as the derivative of an integral involving a kernel. Thus Tx = (d/de)fBK(e, t)x(t)d<f> where K(e, t) is defined for e££(£), <££, JiiK(e, t)x(t)d<p£.Vq(S, i/') and the symbol d/de applied to a completely additive and absolutely continuous set function denotes the integrable point function associated with it by the Radon-Nikodym theorem. This representation can be obtained by using the standard theorems for representations of linear functionals over spaces of the
The problem in connection with this representation which presents a greater difficulty is that of determining necessary and sufficient conditions on the kernel to insure that the operator is one of the desired type and also to find a suitable expression or suitable inequalities for the norm of the operator £ in terms of the kernel. Thus if the norm of T lies between two fixed multiples of some expression involving the kernel, this yields a convenient necessary and sufficient condition that T be bounded. In the case in which 1^£<°°, q = \, such bounds were found on the norm of T and in case T was a positive operator, an exact expression for the norm of £ was found by the author [2] . In this paper, the same techniques as were used in [2] are applied to the case for q> 1 to determine a convenient expression for a lower bound on the norm of £ under certain conditions on p and a and on the measure of S. The result is weaker than the result in the case g = l but it does appear to give a nontrivial lower bound to the norm of the operator T.
2. Inequalities for the norm of the operator.
Theorem.
Let T be a bounded linear operator from LP(R, <f>) to Lq(S, r//), l^p, q< oo. Then there exists a real-valued function K(e, t) defined on J(S)XR such that for each x^Lp(R, <j>),
where K(e, t) satisfies the following conditions:
(1) fEK( ■, t)d*t>e V«(S, i» for each EEJ(R), 0(E) < °°. If 5 has finite measure and (p' -l)(g-1) ^1, the supremum in the denominator is finite and this implies that Jg\K(e, t)\p'd<p has bounded g-variation.
In particular, if the measure of S is less than one and (p' -l)(q -1) ^1, then for each partition {ej}, E7-i [tA(«y)](j,'-1H«-1)^l and Lvars^ J | K(e, t) \p'dA\ " g ||r||.
However, (p'-l)(q-1)^1 impliesq^p'/(p'-l)= p.Thus if q^p the above inequalities will hold. Hence if \f/(S)^l, q^p, the double inequality [q-\ar JR\K(e,t)\p'd4>}Up'^\\T\\^q-va.r (JR\K(e,t)\p'd4>yip' will hold. Thus if the right member of the inequality is finite the integral represents a bounded linear operator between Lp and V, and if the norm of £ is finite, the left member of the inequality is finite. It is to be noted that since there is no guarantee that Jit\K(e, t)\p'd4> is an additive set function, the theorem of Riesz on the equivalence of the g-variation to the qth. integral norm will not apply and the ^-variation cannot be replaced by an integral.
In case p=q, then (q-l)(p' -1) =1 and in this case 
